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Abstract.
Background: It is known that proteins associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathogenesis are significantly reduced
by 40 Hz entrainment in mice. If this were to translate to humans, verifying that such a light stimulus can induce a 40 Hz
entrainment response in humans and harnessing insights from these case studies could be one step in the development of a
multisensory device to prevent and treat AD.
Objective: Verify the inducement of a 40 Hz response in the human brain by a 40 Hz light stimulus and obtain insights that
could potentially aid in the development of a multisensory device for the prevention and treatment of AD.
Methods: Electroencephalographic brain activity was recorded simultaneously with application of stimulus at different
frequencies and intensities. Power spectral densities were analyzed.
Results: Entrainment to visual stimuli occurred with the largest response at 40 Hz. The high intensity 40 Hz stimulus caused
widespread entrainment. The number of electrodes demonstrating entrainment increased with increasing light intensity.
Largest amplitudes for the high intensity 40 Hz stimulus were consistently found at the primary visual cortex. There was a
harmonic effect at double the frequency for the 40 Hz stimulus. An eyes-open protocol caused more entrainment than an
eyes-closed protocol.
Conclusion: It was possible to induce widespread entrainment using a 40 Hz light stimulus in this sample cohort. Insights
gleaned from these case studies could potentially aid in the development of a multisensory medical device to prevent and
treat AD.
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2 M. Jones et al. / Gamma Band Light Stimulation in Human Case Studies

INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neu-
rodegenerative disease accounting for 70% of the
24–40 million cases of dementia worldwide [1, 2].
In addition to causing human suffering, AD places
a significant financial burden on healthcare systems,
costing in the order of $172 billion annually in the
United States alone [1].

Pathogenesis in AD is characterized by the accu-
mulation of extracellular amyloid-� (A�) protein and
intracellular tau (τ) protein [1–3]. Pharmacologic
agents currently available to treat AD merely tem-
porarily alleviate the symptoms of the disease with
an excess of 50% of patients completely failing to
respond [3].

Recently, a potentially promising non-
pharmacological approach to treating AD has
been proposed, which involves stimulation of the
brain at 40 Hz [4]. It was demonstrated that stimu-
lating the CA1 region of the hippocampus (which
is vital in episodic memory and autobiographical
memory retrieval in humans [5]) of a transgenic AD
mouse model (5XFAD) for just one hour reduced
A� levels in that region by approximately 50% [4].
Stimulation involved shining a blue light, flashing
at 40 Hz, at optogenetically modified interneurons
in this region of the brain. This effect was also
observed in the visual cortex, when an external
flickering 40 Hz white-light source, delivered via the
retina, optic nerve, and subsequent pathways, was
presented to the mice. Similar effects were observed
using another mouse model of AD (TauP301S)
where a similar level of reduction in phosphorylated
τ was observed. In addition, established plaques
were significantly reduced both in terms of number
and size in the visual cortex following daily 1-hour
exposures to the flickering stimulus over a week.

Martorell [6] extended this work by using an audi-
tory 40 Hz stimulus for one hour per day for seven
days. This resulted in a reduction in A� in the hip-
pocampus and the auditory cortex of 5XFAD mice
as well as an improvement in recognition and spatial
memory. Interestingly using multiple sensory modal-
ities of light and auditory stimuli together, but not
alone, caused a decrease in A� in the medial pre-
frontal cortex.

Gamma oscillations in the brain are defined as
25 Hz–140 Hz oscillations in the local field poten-
tial in [7]. Gamma oscillations have been shown to
be disrupted in AD [8, 9]. It was found in [4] that
gamma power (defined there as 10 Hz–50 Hz) during

sharp wave ripples was significantly higher in wild
type mice than in 5XFAD mice and was centered
about 40 Hz. Interestingly, in [4], A� levels were
reduced when the light stimulus was set to flicker
at 40 Hz but not significantly reduced when set to
flicker at 20 Hz, 80 Hz, or randomly. The 40 Hz point
was also repeatedly shown to be of particular sig-
nificance in a recent review paper of gamma band
auditory, visual, and somatosensory stimulation in
humans [10]. Therefore, gamma band stimulation,
and 40 Hz stimulation in particular, is studied in this
work.

Entrainment is defined in [22] as ‘synchronization
to a rhythmic stream (or train) of external events’.
We define entrainment here as the synchronization of
EEG waves with an external stimulus. In the quantify-
ing the response subsection of the results section we
further define entrainment, quantitatively, by means
of an entrainment exceeding threshold (EET) metric.
What is examined in this work is entrainment to our
light stimulus, at the 40 Hz point in particular.

By using triggering stimuli, it is possible to induce
electrical potentials, called event-related potentials
(ERPs), in the brain. Photic stimulation, using flick-
ering light, is just one type of external stimulus that
can be used to cause such ERPs. Examples of stud-
ies of steady state gamma band responses due to
photic stimulation include [11–13]. Other sensory
modalities which can be used to cause ERPs include
auditory stimulation and somatosensory stimula-
tion. Research in [14–19] discuss 40 Hz steady state
stimulation employing auditory stimuli while liter-
ature about ERPs produced using somatosensory
stimuli includes [20, 21]. A detailed review of all
of the above papers in this paragraph is provided
in [10].

It was proposed in [4] that the underlying biologi-
cal mechanism producing the reduction in pathogenic
proteins was that microglia had been induced, by the
40 Hz stimulus, to transform from a quiescent to an
activated phagocytic state. Evidence for this activa-
tion included co-localization of microglia with A�,
increased cell body size and shorter process length
after stimulation.

The work presented in this paper is a visual entrain-
ment study. The motivation for this study is the
hypothesis that exposure to a 40 Hz light stimula-
tion, as part of a multisensory 40 Hz stimulation
device (perhaps including auditory and somatosen-
sory modalities), would result in the same reduction
in pathogenic proteins in AD patients that occurred in
[4]. Evidence for such a reduction would be required.
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PET PiB SUVR scans [23] and Tau-PET scans [24],
for A� and τ proteins, respectively, could be used
to test for reductions in these pathogenic proteins.
Analysis of performance of these scans is beyond
the scope of this work. However, if such reductions
could be proven to have occurred in AD patients, and,
crucially, if this translates to a bona fide disease modi-
fication with neuroprotection and improved cognitive
function, (testing for which is also beyond the scope
of this work) then, exposing AD patients to a 40 Hz
multisensory stimulus could be a potential strategy
for the prevention and treatment of AD.

The steps involved in developing such a treatment
may include:

1. Carrying out a preclinical, animal study to
demonstrate that 40 Hz light stimulus can cause
significant reduction in A� and τ proteins.

2. Confirming in preclinical studies that 40 Hz
light stimulation-induced reduction in A� and
τ pathology provides neuroprotection and pre-
vents cognitive decline in relevant animal
models of AD.

3. Performing a small sample human healthy vol-
unteer study, using a 40 Hz light stimulus, to
induce entrainment and measure how cortically
widespread the stimulus response is.

4. Optimization of the stimulus to cover as much
of the cortex as possible since AD is a
cortically widespread disease [25]. Such stim-
ulus optimization might involve simultaneous
employment of stimulation of more than one
sensory modality. Then, carrying out another
human healthy volunteer study using the opti-
mized stimulus.

5. Executing a longitudinal clinical trial involving
early- and mid-stage AD patients.

Step 1 of this process has already been achieved in
[4]. Step 3 is to verify that such a stimulus can induce
a 40 Hz entrainment response in humans and mea-
sure how cortically widespread the stimulus response
is. Such a response could be measured using EEG
recordings.

The purpose of the work presented in this paper is
to tackle step 3 by presenting case studies of apply-
ing gamma band light stimulation at 40 Hz, 60 Hz,
and 80 Hz, delivered via the eyes, to three healthy
human volunteers, with simultaneous EEG record-
ing of brain activity. EEG data was recorded at 40 Hz,
60 Hz, and 80 Hz to check whether any steady state
response achieved was maximal at 40 Hz. Stimula-
tion at 80 Hz was used because it is a harmonic of

40 Hz and 60 Hz was used because it is intermediate
between 40 Hz and 80 Hz.

The structure of this paper is as follows: first, the
methodology is detailed, including a description of
ethical approval and inclusion criteria, experimental
setup, stimulus protocol, measurement procedure and
analysis methods; this is followed by a discussion
of the results; the limitations of the work and future
work are then considered, and finally, conclusions of
the study are drawn.

To our knowledge this is the first in-depth quanti-
tative analysis characterizing the response of healthy
humans to a 40 Hz light stimulus at two different
intensities with a view to aiding development of a
potential treatment for AD.

The motivation for this study is to explore whether
it is possible to induce a 40 Hz response in the human
brain with our visual stimulus and to obtain insights
from these case studies, which might act as an aid
in one step of the future development of a potential
multisensory medical device to prevent and possibly
treat AD.

METHODS

In this section, ethical approval, inclusion criteria,
experimental setup, stimulus protocol, measurement
procedure, and analysis methods are discussed.

Ethical approval and inclusion criteria

The Research Ethics Committee of the National
University of Ireland, Galway approved this study
(reference number REC Application 18-Jan-15).
Subjects were required to give informed written con-
sent. Inclusion criteria for the study were: being
healthy; not having been diagnosed with epilepsy
(since a light stimulus flickering at 40 Hz could
induce an epileptic attack [26, 27]); having no fam-
ily history of epilepsy; not having a diagnosis of any
form of dementia; and having normal (or corrected to
normal) vision and hearing. According to these crite-
ria, three healthy volunteers were recruited to act as
participant case studies.

Experimental setup

The stimulus consisted of an Arduino-controlled
ring of ten white light LEDs, programmed to strobe at
40 Hz, 60 Hz, and 80 Hz. The stimulus had two inten-
sity settings for each of the frequencies. The higher
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4 M. Jones et al. / Gamma Band Light Stimulation in Human Case Studies

intensity was achieved by having all LEDs turned on
while the lower intensity settings involved turning off
alternate LEDs in the ring. The rates of strobing were
validated using a photodiode and oscilloscope. Stim-
ulus intensity, at a distance of 30 cm from the light
source, with all LEDs switched on (high intensity)
was 408–435 lumens at 40 Hz, 415–425 lumens at
60 Hz and 421–430 lumens at 80 Hz. With every sec-
ond LED turned off (low intensity state), the stimulus
intensity, at the same distance, was 208–222 lumens
at 40 Hz, 213–217 lumens at 60 Hz, and 229–235
lumens at 80 Hz. The light meter used was a 0500
Testo lux-meter (RS Components) at its most sen-
sitive setting (of 1 lux). A range is given for each
stimulus intensity as the measured intensity varied
over the period of measurement with the lux-meter.
The range of intensity values is presumably because
the source was flickering. It was considered better to
measure intensity values while the source was flicker-
ing, rather than in a steady state, because the strobing
stimulus more closely matched test conditions. The
stimulus was a square wave with a duty cycle of 50%
for all frequencies. This duty cycle means that the
light was on for half of the time and off for the other
half so that, for the 40 Hz stimuli, for example, the
light was on for 12.5 ms and off for 12.5 ms.

All experiments were carried out in a purpose-built
EEG laboratory room that acted as a Faraday cage. A
QuickAmp amplifier (BrainVision) with 32 passive
electrodes attached to an electrode cap (EasyCap)
[28] was used. The electrodes were arranged accord-
ing to the international 10–20 system [29]. EEG data
was recorded using BrainVision Recorder software
from Brain Products using a sampling rate of 1000 Hz
and an average electrode reference. ABRALYT 2000
gel was employed to obtain low impedances between
the participant scalp and EEG electrodes.

Figure 1 shows the posterior view of one of the
EasyCap electrode caps [28] used in this study. In the
10–20 electrode placement system [29] electrodes are
named according to the lobe of the cortex over which
they are placed. Odd-numbered electrodes are placed
on the left-hand side of the head and even-numbered
electrodes on the right-hand side (with electrodes on
the sagittal plane assigned as ‘z’). Hence as shown
in (Fig. 1), O1 and O2 are placed on the left and
right, respectively, over the occipital lobe, while Pz is
placed on the sagittal plane at the level of the parietal
lobe. Figure 2 shows the locations of the occipital,
temporal, parietal, and frontal lobes of the cerebral
cortex. The occipital lobe is the location of the visual
cortex in the mammalian brain.

Fig. 1. EasyCap electrode cap viewed posteriorly. Electrodes Pz,
O1, and O2 can be seen.

Fig. 2. Cerebral cortex showing locations of the occipital, tempo-
ral, parietal, and frontal lobes of the cortex [30].

Stimulus protocol and measurement procedure

An initial baseline (without a stimulus in a
darkened EEG laboratory) was recorded for approx-
imately 30 s for each of the healthy volunteer
participants. EEG data was then recorded during
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exposure to the white light LED stimuli, centered in
the field of view and placed approximately 30 cm in
front of the participant. The stimuli, flickering at one
of 40 Hz, 60 Hz, or 80 Hz, at either high or low light
intensity values, were presented in a random order
to aid in reducing systematic effects. Hence, 6 test
stimuli were used, each recorded for approximately
30 s, and separated by a period of baseline (no stim-
uli) conditions. These recordings were taken for an
eyes-open condition with the participant asked not to
blink if possible. The request not to blink was made
in an attempt to have as uniform as possible EEG
recordings across participants, removing the poten-
tial confounder of random blink occurrence between
participants.

As discussed in the introduction, the literature
suggests that the 40 Hz frequency point may be of par-
ticular significance; however, other frequencies have
not been thoroughly investigated. Stimulating at fre-
quencies other than 40 Hz and analyzing the results
could act as controls to verify the significance of
the 40 Hz frequency point. Therefore, EEG data was
recorded at 40 Hz, 60 Hz, and 80 Hz to check whether
any steady state response achieved was maximal at
40 Hz. 80 Hz was used because it is a harmonic of
40 Hz and 60 Hz is intermediate between 40 Hz and
80 Hz.

Once the data was recorded, it was examined using
independent component analysis. Independent com-
ponent analysis is a computational method which can
be used to perform blind source separation of linearly
mixed independent components (ICs), or sources,
such as EEG data. To produce n stable components,
it is recommended that more than k × n2 samples are
required for a good IC decomposition, where k is 30
for n = 32 [31]. For a sampling rate of 1000 Hz and an
n = 32 channel EEG setup, this evaluates to 30.72 s.
Therefore, a recording time of approximately 30 s
was chosen as a compromise between having suffi-
cient data for a good independent component analysis
decomposition and participant ability to keep their
eyes open without blinking.

Most of the EEG data recorded in this study was for
an eyes-open condition with the participant asked not
to blink if possible. However, some additional EEG
data was recorded while the participants had their
eyes closed. This data was taken with the high inten-
sity 40 Hz stimulus only. This latter data was taken to
help show that the response obtained at the electrodes
originated in the participants’ brains rather than being
due to electrical interference from the light stimulus
since in both eyes-open and eyes-closed conditions

the stimulus was the same yet the response was differ-
ent. Had the response been due to the stimulus, rather
than originating in the brain, then the data would have
been the same in both cases.

Analysis

EEGLAB software was used to analyze the data.
Power spectral density plots (PSD) of EEG signals
were made for each of the stimuli conditions to ascer-
tain whether there was a steady state response at the
stimulus frequency or at harmonics thereof.

The study reported in [32] highlighted that
electromyogram (EMG) signals from muscles can
contaminate EEG signals in the gamma band range.
In that work, an algorithm was developed to enable
automatic removal of ICs associated with muscle
activity from EEG signals so that cortical activ-
ity is kept, augmented, or uncovered. Since brain
and muscle ICs tend to have negative and positive
slopes, respectively, this algorithm is based on fit-
ting a straight line to plots of log10 Power ((uV)2/Hz)
versus log10 Frequency (Hz) for each IC and thresh-
olding on the slope of the line. MATLAB code was
written to carry out this algorithm for EMG contam-
ination removal on the data presented in this paper
with the RUNICA algorithm [33] used to perform
the IC decomposition. A slope threshold of –0.72 was
chosen to match one of the thresholds used in [32].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the main findings from our three
case studies are presented and discussed.

Is there a steady state entrainment response?

Figure 3 shows the PSD for the baseline condition,
prior to the high intensity 40 Hz stimulus, for healthy
volunteer 3, with one trace shown for each of the 32
electrodes, where no peaks can be seen at 40 Hz, as
expected. This baseline PSD contrasts with the PSD
shown in (Fig. 4), which is for a high intensity 40 Hz
stimulus, also for healthy volunteer 3. The peaks at
40 Hz in (Fig. 4) demonstrate that the stimulus has
generated a clear steady state entrainment response.
Similar 40 Hz responses were found for the other two
healthy volunteers. These will be further discussed in
the following sections.

The 50 Hz peaks in both (Figs. 3 and 4) are due
to electrical line interference. No attempt is made to
filter out the 50 Hz noise as filtering can introduce
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6 M. Jones et al. / Gamma Band Light Stimulation in Human Case Studies

Fig. 3. PSD for baseline conditions for healthy volunteer 3. There
is one trace for each electrode. No 40 Hz entrainment is evident,
as expected.

Fig. 4. PSD for high intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy volunteer
3. There is one trace for each electrode. A 40 Hz response is evident.

artefacts and the 40 Hz response can be clearly seen
in (Fig. 4) without its removal. There is a precedent
for not removing the 50 Hz interference [32] though
in that case the power was simply not plotted between
49 Hz–51 Hz.

Quantifying the response

To quantify the 40 Hz response, the height of the
peak at 40 Hz above the average PSD in the 25
Hz–45 Hz range was calculated for each electrode
in the PSD plots. This range was chosen because it
is above the neural oscillation alpha brainwave peak,
which is typically found at approximately 10 Hz [34],
and below the 50 Hz line interference. If the ampli-

tude of the 40 Hz peak minus the average PSD in
this range exceeded an empirically chosen threshold
of 1, then an entrainment response to the stimulus at
that electrode was judged to have occurred. A sim-
ilar metric to this entrainment exceeding threshold
(EET) metric was used to quantify the 60 Hz and
80 Hz responses, again with a threshold of 1, except
that in these cases the average PSD ranges used were
55 Hz–75 Hz and 75 Hz–95 Hz, respectively. Three
separate ranges were used, rather than one range of
25 Hz–95 Hz, as the human EEG curve is approx-
imately proportional to a 1/f curve [32]. Hence,
adopting a single range would result in a higher like-
lihood of 40 Hz peaks exceeding the threshold than
60 Hz or 80 Hz peaks.

Effect of altering frequency and inter-individual
variability

The number of electrodes demonstrating entrain-
ment for each of the healthy volunteers, measured
using the EET metric, are reported in (Table 1) for
each stimulus condition. This table also indicates the
average number of electrodes demonstrating entrain-
ment across all subjects for each stimulus. For low
intensities, the average number of electrodes demon-
strating entrainment go from an average of 14 to 6 to
4 at stimulus frequency of 40 Hz, 60 Hz, and 80 Hz,
respectively. Similarly, for high intensities, the num-
bers of electrodes demonstrating entrainment go from
an average of 18 to 16 to 3 as the frequency changes
from 40 Hz to 60 Hz to 80 Hz. Therefore, the 40 Hz
stimulus produces the greatest average response of
the three frequencies.

For individual participants, with the exception of
the two 60 Hz intensity responses for healthy volun-
teer 2, the responses again demonstrate that the 40 Hz

Table 1
Number of electrodes demonstrating entrainment for each of the
healthy volunteers (HV1-3), and rounded average number of elec-
trodes, demonstrating entrainment at 3 different frequencies and 2
different intensities. From the rightmost column it can be seen that
that the 40 Hz stimuli cause more entrainment than 60 Hz or 80 Hz.
High intensity stimuli cause more entrainment than low intensity

stimuli at 40 Hz and 60 Hz

Freq. Intensity No. No. No. Average
for HV1 for HV2 for HV3 No.

40 Low 18 8 15 14
40 High 19 11 24 18
60 Low 7 8 4 6
60 High 15 18 14 16
80 Low 8 1 2 4
80 High 2 6 2 3
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M. Jones et al. / Gamma Band Light Stimulation in Human Case Studies 7

stimuli produces the greatest responses of the three
frequencies.

It is interesting to note the inter-individual variabil-
ity in response to the same stimuli. A medical device
to treat AD will need to be able to accommodate such
variability.

Effect of altering intensity

Table 1 indicates, for both individual participants
and for the average response that at 40 Hz, the num-
ber of electrodes entrained increases with increasing
intensity of stimulus. The number of electrodes
entrained, for both individual participants and for
the average response, also increases with increasing
intensity at 60 Hz stimulation but not for 80 Hz stimu-
lation. Future work could investigate if the responses
at 40 Hz increase further with further increases in
stimulus intensity.

Largest amplitudes in primary visual cortex

The amplitude of the peaks is also found to be
larger for the high intensity 40 Hz stimulus than for
the low intensity 40 Hz stimulus. Due to this result
and the results about altering frequency and intensity,
it appears that the high intensity 40 Hz stimulus pro-
duces the greatest response overall. Therefore, most
emphasis will be placed on this frequency and inten-
sity combination in the following analysis.

Using a high intensity 40 Hz stimulus, the 40 Hz
peaks with the highest amplitudes, consistently
across the 3 participants, are at electrode positions Pz,
O1, and O2. These electrode positions can be seen
in (Fig. 1). Occipital electrodes O1 and O2 are the
closest 10–20 system electrodes to the primary visual
cortex/V1/Brodmann area 17 [35]. According to [36],
this anatomical region is the first part of the visual
cortex to receive incoming visual signals and so acti-
vation of these occipital lobe electrodes is probably
not an unexpected result.

Widespread response

There is a widespread response to the 40 Hz stim-
ulus with between approximately 34.4% and 75%
(and an average of 56.3%) of the electrodes show-
ing entrainment for the high intensity setting. To help
visualize this widespread response, (Figs. 5 and 6) are
scalp maps showing the distribution of entrainment
response for low and high intensity 40 Hz stimuli
respectively, both for healthy volunteer 1. The ros-

Fig. 5. Scalp map for low intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy
volunteer 1. Areas represented by colors above 0 on the color bar
represent a 40 Hz entrainment response with values that are higher
on the color scale having 40 Hz peaks that are higher above the
average PSD value in the 25 Hz–45 Hz range.

Fig. 6. Scalp map for high intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy
volunteer 1. Areas represented by colors above 0 on the color bar
represent a 40 Hz entrainment response with values that are higher
on the color scale having 40 Hz peaks that are higher above the
average PSD value in the 25 Hz–45 Hz range.

tral position (nose region) is to the top of the figure
in both cases. The approximate locations of the EEG
electrodes are represented by black discs. In these
figures, the color scale represents the EET metric val-
ues discussed in the results section, so that values
that are higher on the color scale have 40 Hz peaks
that are higher above the average PSD value in the
25 Hz–45 Hz range. As can be seen from (Figs. 5
and 6), the response to the high intensity 40 Hz light
stimulus is widespread over the cortex with highest
amplitude peaks towards the posterior of the head for
both intensity values and with electrodes in the ocular
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8 M. Jones et al. / Gamma Band Light Stimulation in Human Case Studies

region also demonstrating entrainment for the higher
intensity stimulus. Such a widespread response bodes
well for a medical device, that uses this type of stim-
ulus, to treat the cortically widespread disease that is
AD [25].

Impacts of EMG contamination removal

In this work, 40 Hz peaks can be seen even without
EMG contamination removal, such as in (Fig. 4). The
fact that it is not necessary to remove EMG contam-
ination in order to see the 40 Hz peaks is in contrast
to the situation in [32] where, even for the occipital
lobe electrode along the midline sagittal plane of the
skull, Oz, (where the response would be expected to
be large since the occipital lobe is the visual process-
ing center in the mammalian brain), the response only
became evident after removal of EMG-contaminated
signals. (In the study presented in this paper there
was no Oz electrode.) In the study reported in [37],
it is noted that visual cortex activation in the eyes-
open rest condition is bigger than in the eyes-closed
rest condition and that ocular motor structure acti-
vations were smaller in the eyes-open rest condition
than in the eyes-closed rest condition. This means
that, with a 40 Hz light stimulus, using an eyes-open
protocol would produce a larger 40 Hz brain response
and a smaller 40 Hz EMG contamination response
than would be the case were an eyes-closed protocol
used. Therefore, the reason why there was no need to
remove EMG-contamination for the 40 Hz entrain-
ment to be apparent in this study may, at least in part,
be because the work presented in this part of the paper
uses an eyes-open protocol while that in [32] used an
eyes-closed convention.

As discussed in the analysis subsection of the
methodology section, it was reported in [32] that
electromyogram (EMG) signals from muscles can
contaminate EEG signals in the gamma band range.
To provide evidence that the EEG signals being
recorded in this study are originating in the brain,
rather than being of muscular origin, the EMG con-
tamination removal method proposed in [32] was
applied to the high intensity 40 Hz data.

The results can be seen in (Table 2). In this table,
EMG contamination removal enhances the 40 Hz
peaks for healthy volunteer 1, while for healthy vol-
unteer 2 and healthy volunteer 3, the number of
entrained electrodes is similar before and after EMG
contamination removal, with healthy volunteer 2 hav-
ing one less and healthy volunteer 3 having 3 more
electrodes demonstrating entrainment after removal.

Table 2
Number of electrodes demonstrating entrainment for each of the
healthy volunteers (HV1-3), using high intensity 40 Hz stimulus,
before and after EMG contamination removal. Since there is 40 Hz
entrainment before EMG contamination removal, EMG contami-

nation removal is not necessary

EMG No. No. No.
Removal State for HV1 for HV2 for HV3

Before 19 11 24
After 31 10 27

Fig. 7. PSD using a high intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy
volunteer 3 after EMG contamination removal. 40 Hz response
is enhanced compared to (Fig. 4), which is for a high intensity
40 Hz stimulus for healthy volunteer 3 where EMG contamination
removal has not been done.

Figure 7 shows the PSD plot, after removal of
EMG contamination for healthy volunteer 3. This plot
can be compared to (Fig. 4) which is for the same
healthy volunteer before removal of EMG contami-
nation. A high intensity 40 Hz stimulus was used for
both (Figs. 4 and 7) cases.

Since in the cases of all three healthy volunteers the
40 Hz peaks are obvious by visual inspection of the
data, before EMG contamination removal, and with
the caveat that the sample size is small, this indicates
that EMG contamination removal, while sometimes
beneficial, may not be necessary for the set-up used
in this study. This outcome may be due to the fact that
an eyes-open protocol was used in combination with
a high intensity source being placed ∼30 cm from the
participant.

Intra-individual variability

It is interesting to note that there is also intra-
individual variability when using this stimulus, i.e.,
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even using the same high intensity 40 Hz stimulus
twice on the same participant, the locations of the
electrodes showing entrainment varies. For exam-
ple, repeating the 40 Hz high intensity stimulus for
healthy volunteer 2, over two runs, 9 and 11 elec-
trodes demonstrated entrainment, respectively. The
locations of 8 of these electrodes were the same for
both runs. There were 3 electrodes demonstrating
entrainment for the second run that did not demon-
strate entrainment in the first run and one electrode
demonstrating entrainment for the first run that did
not demonstrate entrainment in the second run. Future
work, using more than 2 repetitions of the same stim-
ulus, is necessary to check whether this variation falls
within normal experimental random variation. How-
ever, some of this variation may have been caused by
the fact that the volunteer blinked twice during the
first run of the stimulus and did not blink during the
second run of the stimulus.

Harmonics

Table 3 shows that for the high intensity 40 Hz
stimulus an entrainment response at 80 Hz is also pro-
duced for all three participants. The average number
of electrodes demonstrating this response at double
the 40 Hz frequency (80 Hz harmonic) is 10 whereas,
at the 40 Hz frequency, the average number of elec-
trodes demonstrating entrainment is 18.

As regards half the frequency, for the high intensity
40 Hz stimulus, it is difficult to say whether or not
there is entrainment at 20 Hz because (as well as the
10 Hz alpha peak, which is associated with an eyes-
open condition and is more pronounced in an eyes-
closed condition) there can be a 20 Hz peak in the
PSD even without a 40 Hz stimulus [32]. There are
also both 10 Hz and 20 Hz peaks in our data, where
a high intensity 40 Hz stimulus was used, as can be
seen in (Figs. 8 and 9). The latter is for an eyes-closed
condition and shows more pronounced peaks at 10 Hz
and 20 Hz than in the former.

Table 3
Number of electrodes demonstrating entrainment for each of
the healthy volunteers (HV1-3), and rounded average number of
electrodes demonstrating entrainment, using high intensity 40 Hz
stimulus, at 40 Hz fundamental and at 80 Hz harmonic. On average,
there is more entrainment for the fundamental than the harmonic

frequency

Freq. No. No. No. Rounded
(Hz) for HV1 for HV2 for HV3 Average No.

40 19 11 24 18
80 9 11 10 10

Fig. 8. PSD eyes-open condition using a high intensity 40 Hz stim-
ulus for healthy volunteer 2. There is more 40 Hz entrainment
evident here than in (Fig. 9) (which is for an eyes-closed condition).

Fig. 9. PSD eyes-closed condition using a high intensity 40 Hz
stimulus for healthy volunteer 2. 10 Hz and 20 Hz peaks are evi-
dent. There is less 40 Hz entrainment evident here than in (Fig. 8)
(which is for an eyes-open condition).

Eyes-open, eyes-closed effect and electrical
interference from the stimulus

In this section a comparison between an eyes-open
and an eyes-closed protocol is made. The latter was
used for several reasons: to see if treatment using a
40 Hz light stimulus should be done in an awake or
a sleeping patient; to check if the 40 Hz EEG signals
recorded are due to electrical interference at 40 Hz
from the stimulus device; and to further compare the
work presented in this study with that in [32].

By comparing (Figs. 8 and 9), it is seen that there
is less 40 Hz entrainment for the eyes-closed condi-
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Table 4
Number of electrodes demonstrating entrainment for healthy vol-
unteers 2 and 3, and rounded average number of electrodes
demonstrating entrainment, using high intensity 40 Hz stimulus,
for eyes-open and eyes-closed conditions. The eyes-open condition

causes more entrainment than the eyes-closed condition

Eyes No. for No. For Rounded
HV2 HV3 Average No.

Open 11 24 18
Closed 2 6 4

tion than for the eyes-open condition. It is difficult to
gauge how much 40 Hz entrainment there is in (Fig. 8)
by visual inspection. However, this is quantified in
(Table 4).

Table 4 shows that the number of electrodes
demonstrating entrainment goes from 11 to 2 when
going from the eyes-open to the eyes-closed condi-
tion for healthy volunteer 2. For healthy volunteer 3,
the number entrained similarly goes from 24 to 6.
Data was not recorded for the eye-closed condition
in healthy volunteer 1.

The implication of this eyes-open eyes-closed
result for developing a multisensory medical device
to treat AD is that this high intensity 40 Hz stimulus
would be much less effective if used on a patient when
their eyes are closed. This effect means that treatment
using such a device would probably be best done in
an awake patient.

Since there is still some entrainment with the eyes-
closed condition before removal of possible EMG
contamination then the visual cortex activation expla-
nation given in [37], discussed in the section about the
impacts of EMG contamination removal, does not
fully account for the difference between the results
obtained in this paper and that in [32]. The difference
between the two results may be due to differences
in stimulus intensities used or to differences in the
distance between stimulus and participant in the two
different studies.

Since the same high intensity 40 Hz stimulus is
used in both the eyes- open and closed cases in (Figs. 8
and 9), respectively, this means that the EEG sig-
nals recorded are not due to the electrodes picking
up electrical interference at 40 Hz from the stimu-
lus device, but rather it points to the recorded EEG
signals originating in the brain of our participants.

How long does it take for entrainment to occur?

Since it was concluded in the section about the
impacts of EMG contamination removal that EMG
contamination removal is not necessary for the set-

Table 5
Number of electrodes demonstrating entrainment for each of the
healthy volunteers for different durations of recorded EEG data

using a high intensity 40 Hz stimulus

Recording No. No. No.
Length (s) for HV1 for HV2 for HV3

∼30 19 11 24
20 22 12 26
10 20 11 27
5 13 11 26
2 11 12 24

up used in this work, we are no longer limited to using
a minimum of ∼30 s of data necessary to obtain stable
ICs. It is interesting, therefore, to explore how long it
takes after stimulation is turned on for entrainment to
occur. How long it typically takes for entrainment to
happen is determined, here, by repeatedly reducing
the amount of data analyzed for each volunteer and
calculating the number of electrodes demonstrating
entrainment for each time interval.

Table 5 shows the number of electrodes demon-
strating entrainment for each of the healthy volunteers
for different durations of recorded EEG data. The
total recording lengths were 30.9 s, 30.7 s, and 30.7 s
for volunteers 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

It is interesting to note, from (Table 5), that 11, 12,
and 24 electrodes demonstrate entrainment after only
2 s of high intensity 40 Hz stimulation for healthy vol-
unteer 1, healthy volunteer 2, and healthy volunteer
3, respectively.

Also noteworthy is the fact that there is a reduction
in the number of electrodes showing entrainment as
recording length increases from 20 s to ∼30 s. A pos-
sible explanation for this reduction is that the healthy
volunteers have become habituated to the stimulus.
Further study is needed to investigate whether longer
stimulus times increases the numbers of electrodes
demonstrating entrainment.

Even though the number of electrodes demonstrat-
ing entrainment does not decrease in the cases of
healthy volunteers 2 and 3, and decreased from 19 to
11 for healthy volunteer 1, as the length of recorded
data reduces, visual inspection of the PSD shows a
deterioration of the 40 Hz peaks and the PSDs become
noisier with reduced recorded data length. This dete-
rioration can be seen by comparing (Fig. 4) with
(Figs. 10–13) which are for ∼30 s, 20 s, 10 s, 5 s, and
2 s of data, respectively, all for healthy volunteer 3.
Therefore, the EET metric should be not be used in
isolation. Rather, this EET metric should be used in
conjunction with an examination of the PSD plots
where traces for all 32 electrodes are given in one
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Fig. 10. PSD for high intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy volun-
teer 3 using the first 20 s of data. A 40 Hz response is evident.

Fig. 11. PSD for high intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy vol-
unteer 3 using the first 10 s of data. A 40 Hz response is still
evident.

figure. Because the PSD plots become noisy as the
length of recorded data reduces, no examination of
time intervals shorter than 2 s was undertaken and
so a definitive lower bound on how long it takes for
entrainment to happen is not given here.

However, looking at plots for individual electrodes
in the 5 s plot it was noticed that the PSD for O2
electrode displays a 40 Hz peak and that this peak
is of similar amplitude to the 50 Hz peak. The same
is true for the 2 s plot. These results can be seen in
(Figs. 14 and 15), respectively. The 5 s and 2 s PSD
plots for electrode O1 (not shown) are noisier and
so the 40 Hz peaks are not as obvious as in the O1
plots. From the above discussion, it can be concluded
at least one electrode in the primary visual cortex

Fig. 12. PSD for high intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy volun-
teer 3 using the first 5 s of data. The plot is noisy and it is becoming
more difficult to see a 40 Hz response.

Fig. 13. PSD for high intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy volun-
teer 3 using the first 2 s of data. The plot is noisy and it is difficult
to see a 40 Hz response.

is being entrained with just 2 s of exposure to the
stimulus.

Limitations and future work

While it is interesting to explore how long it
takes for entrainment to occur, unless short-term
entrainment is sufficient to induce an amelioration
in cognitive decline, how long entrainment persists is
a more pertinent question for a medical device. How
long such an entrainment effect might persist was
not explicitly studied in this work. However, we can
place an upper bound limit on how long entrainment
lasts after stimulation has ceased. Healthy volunteers
reported ‘persistence of vision’ after the stimuli had
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Fig. 14. PSD for O2 electrode, for high intensity 40 Hz stimulus
for healthy volunteer 3 using the first 5 s of data. The 40 Hz peak
is evident and is of similar amplitude to the 50 Hz peak.

ceased, i.e., that they could still ‘see’ a non-flashing
‘after-image’ when stimuli had ended. EEG data for a
baseline condition, after each stimulus condition, was
taken when the after-image had faded completely.

The time taken for the after-image to fade varied, with
participant and with stimulus, but was of the order
of minutes. Baseline recordings subsequently exam-
ined showed no meaningful entrainment and so an
upper bound on how long entrainment, due to expo-
sure to 30 s of stimulus, lasts is of the order of minutes.
This precise duration of entrainment could be further
addressed in future work.

When using such photic stimulation in a multisen-
sory medical device, the amount of time necessary
to cause a lasting effect in a patient will depend not
only on how long the entrainment effect persists but
also, crucially, on whether or not this translates to
improved cognitive function. Testing for improved
cognitive function is well beyond the scope of this
study, involving a longitudinal study of AD patients.
There is a need for research into this type of dose-
response relationship for this type of stimulation.

As this study represents an early stage proof of
concept, only a limited number of participants were
examined. However, even with this small sample size,
it has been possible to obtain useful information into
the effects that gamma band light stimulation, at the
40 Hz point in particular, has on the human brain.

Fig. 15. PSD for O2 electrode, for high intensity 40 Hz stimulus for healthy volunteer 3 using the first 2 s of data. The 40 Hz peak is evident
and is of similar amplitude to the 50 Hz peak.
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Fig. 16. Example of a scalp map that could be generated using an
ideal high intensity 40 Hz stimulus where, purely for illustrative
purposes, an ideal threshold of ∼3 has been assumed. The entire
head is shaded with tints represented by numbers above an ideal
threshold on the color scale.

A threshold of 1 was empirically chosen for the
EET metric used in this study. Had a different
threshold been chosen, different numbers of elec-
trodes would have been deemed to have demonstrated
entrainment in (Tables 1–5). As can be seen from
the scalp maps, in (Figs. 5 and 6), many 40 Hz peak
amplitudes, for electrodes demonstrating entrain-
ment, exceeded the average PSD in the 25 Hz–45 Hz
range by more than 1. Had a threshold of 2, for
example, been chosen for the EET metric instead,
then only electrodes colored orange and red on these
scalp maps would have deemed to have demonstrated
entrainment. An ideal threshold, at which cognitive
improvement might occur, is not currently known and
may be different for different individuals. Research to
determine ideal threshold(s) would be a good target
for future studies.

Once the ideal threshold is known, an ideal stim-
ulus, for a multisensory medical device to treat AD,
would cause widespread entrainment in excess of that
threshold. Figure 16 is an example of a scalp map that
could be generated using an ideal high intensity 40 Hz
stimulus where, purely for illustrative purposes, an
ideal threshold of ∼3 has been assumed. Ideal scalp
maps, at an ideal threshold, would show the entire
head shaded any of the tints represented by numbers
on the color bar above the ideal threshold value.

Reviewing scalp maps in (Figs. 5 and 6), it can
be seen that the temporal lobes are largely colored
green and therefore not well covered by electrodes
demonstrating entrainment. This means that the high
intensity 40 Hz light stimulus used to produce this

data is not the perfect stimulus. Since the auditory
cortices are part of the temporal lobes, it is antici-
pated that using an appropriate 40 Hz sound stimulus,
simultaneously with a 40 Hz light stimulus, would
help to fill such gaps in entrainment so that more
widespread entrainment can be achieved than was
achieved in this study. Additionally, since the hip-
pocampus, which is vital in episodic memory and
autobiographical memory retrieval in humans [5], is
also in the temporal lobe, a sound stimulus may prove
to be more effective than a light stimulus at stimulat-
ing this part of the brain. The two stimulus modalities
would not have to be in phase as the brain appears to
be able to bring out of phase stimuli into alignment,
at least subjectively. This idea was explored in [10]
while discussing the work presented in [38].

It is worth noting that once a stimulus response has
been verified on AD patients to produce the type of
response that may prove therapeutic in AD, it will be
possible to employ the stimulus as a treatment without
simultaneous recording of EEG.

Further, it is possible that, since this stimulus was
used only on healthy volunteers, it may not induce
entrainment in AD patients. To our knowledge, from
examining the studies that detail the use of brain stim-
ulation using external stimulation, (including light,
sound, transcranial alternating current, somatosen-
sory, as well as combinations of light and sound and
light, sound and somatosensory stimulation), applied
to AD patients, which can be found in the (Table 1)
in [10], this is not yet known. Finding this out might
prove difficult because, depending on how advanced
their disease, it may be overly demanding to ask an
AD patient to sit still for the lengthy time that it takes
to correctly fit an EEG cap and measurements taken.

On the other hand, this high intensity 40 Hz stimu-
lus may well have the desired effect in AD patients. It
may even be the case that because of brain plasticity,
after sufficient exposure to the stimulus, endogenous
gamma rhythms could be restored even without a
need for on-going further exposure. This could also
be examined in future work.

CONCLUSIONS

Entrainment at 40 Hz has been associated with
the removal of proteins known to be associated with
pathogenesis in AD in mice. The purpose of this work
is to present case studies of applying gamma band
light stimulation, at three frequencies, at two different
intensity values, to three human healthy volunteers,
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with simultaneous EEG recording of brain activity.
This study provided some early evidence that our

40 Hz light stimulation can cause a 40 Hz entrainment
response in at least some healthy human participants.
It also detailed key points of interest from the case
studies.

The main insights gleaned from this study are:

• the largest entrainment response was seen at
40 Hz;

• high intensity stimuli cause more entrainment
than low intensity stimuli;

• this response did not necessitate removal of pos-
sible EMG contamination to be revealed;

• the largest amplitudes for the high intensity
40 Hz stimulus were found at the Pz, O1, and
O2 electrodes;

• there was both inter- and intra-individual vari-
ability in the responses to the stimuli;

• there was a harmonic effect at double the fre-
quency for the 40 Hz stimulus;

• the entrainment responses seen are not due to
electrical interference from the stimulus source;

• an eyes-open protocol causes more entrainment
than an eyes-closed protocol;

• entrainment happens within 2 s–5 s with the high
intensity 40 Hz stimulus; and

• the response to the high intensity 40 Hz was
widespread with between approximately 34.8%
and 75% of the electrodes showing entrainment.

It is hoped that the insights uncovered in this
study, especially the fact that the response to the high
intensity 40 Hz stimulus, detailed in this paper, is
widespread, will encourage others to employ light
stimulation, as one part of a multisensory stimulus,
in the development of a non-invasive medical device
to potentially prevent and treat AD.
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